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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email at editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Joanna Urbanek, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Summer 2016:

23rd and 24th July, Derbyshire - hosts Bev and Chris Marvell

Autumn 2016:

24th September, Dublin - Joint meeting with the Northern Ireland Group

Newsletter Deadlines
Deadlines
Autumn 2016:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st October 2016

Cover Picture…
A group of Belleek collectors at the New Orleans Gathering, having met on the Thursday evening before the Gathering began
on the Friday. We are out at the Pelican Club restaurant just off Bienville Street in the City's French Quarter. Left to right
we have Briane Carter, Bev Marvell, Carroll Carter, Melissa Barry-Finch, Al Purdon and Johannah Purdon - Chris Marvell
was of course taking the picture. In this issue of the Newsletter we have a full report on the New Orleans Gathering.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the
the Editor…
New Orleans... the name conjures up a mental image in a way that most other cities don't. The "Big Easy": sleazy, hot, laidback, a party city with great food and jazz. This is all indisputably true... so it was a great place for the latest Belleek Collectors
Gathering, an inspired choice by Jersey girl Johannah Purdon who arranged the meeting (she is from New Jersey) and the
Chicago girls Melissa and Moira who most ably assisted her. The Gathering took place at the Marriott hotel at the end of May
and is described in this Newsletter.
I'd like to take a moment to reflect on the city of New Orleans. I'm sure that I'm not alone in finding it an exceptional place. It
is spiritual - but not in a religious sense; when you walk the streets of the French Quarter, it is pervaded with a deep sense of
history; but that isn't the essence of it. It is both eccentric and tawdry - at each turn you see, hear or smell something
unexpected and quirky, colourful, delightful, fabulous or sometimes shocking... but that isn't it either. So why do I say
spiritual? I have given this a lot of thought and come to the realisation that beneath all the City's gloss, posturing, heat, noise
and sleaze, behind the continual onslaught on the senses, there is something else.... and this is something of great value,
something to be cherished, very seldom found, especially in a large and frantic American City: it is real. OK, (I hear you ask)
what on earth does he mean by that? I'll try to explain. We are entirely accustomed every day to being marketed to; we are
cynical - things are often not what they seem... New Orleans is however the real thing, the genuine article. The restaurants are
either fancy and expensive or spicy and loaded with character, the bars noisy and colourful - cocktails are also expensive but
plentiful; there are hustlers and hucksters on every street corner... but even the con artists are playing their part: this is not a
theme park, Walt Disney has not worked his magic here; worldwide chains like Starbucks and McDonalds do not rule here.
People live here, in the midst of all the happy chaos - it's not all for the tourists. Now of course any born and bred inhabitant of
New Orleans can spot a tourist a mile off - but this doesn't make them impolite or unhelpful to the hordes that daily invade their
hometown - they treat you as an individual, they take as they find, welcoming everyone without prejudice: "live and let live"
could be the City's motto. So why is this "spiritual"? It's just the feeling you get - this is a very special place. You need to
keep your wits about you but I found this city to be the least pretentious and most exciting of any that I have visited - it is
welcoming too - I felt that I could live there. In fact, as Bev and I sat under a shade tree on the Mississippi riverfront, on
Memorial Day, listening to American patriotic songs being played on the (real and evocatively out-of-tune) steam powered
organ of the paddle steamer Natchez, a deep sense of peace and the rightness of things overcame me - now that's spiritual.
Of course, New Orleans is no utopia. There is plenty of crime and corruption; many things go wrong; it is far too hot in the
summer; many of the buildings are run-down or derelict - the sewers smell; road repairs are left unfinished; when it rains, it
really rains and the old roofs of the French Quarter leak; it gets too crowded; you can't park your car; there are long queues at
the famous venues for food or music - it can all be uncomfortable and inconvenient... in spite of this, somehow it's great.
Hurricane Katrina, 11 years ago, did huge damage but could not defeat the City's spirit.. The clichés are true, the jazz is better
here, the food is more spicy, the atmosphere more evocative and powerful - Tennessee Williams had this right in "A Streetcar
named Desire". If you think about it, all the books, music, plays and movies set in New Orleans have a common thread: Louis
Armstrong and original New Orleans blues; Dylan/The Animals' evocative song "House of the Rising Sun"; the 1987 film "The
Big Easy" with Dennis Quaid and Ellen Barkin - one of the most atmospheric and steamy films ever made; that Tennessee
Williams play ("A Streetcar named Desire")... yes, New Orleans itself is sexy, dissolute, shady, disreputable, somewhere to
lose yourself and a great place for a party - there is nowhere else like it... so an ideal venue for our 2016 Belleek Gathering.
In fact there is Belleek in New Orleans. The basis of the City's culture is Spanish and French, Creole and Cajun - there is no
chilly Irish back story to it at all... but there is Belleek. This is to be found at possibly one of the best antique shops in the
world: M.S. Rau's on Royal Street in the French Quarter. Amidst the small shops selling tea-shirts, offering psychic readings,
the cocktail bars and jazz joints, is this amazing shop - it is another world in there. It is the sort of establishment where if you
need to ask the price, you can't afford it - the small neat cards describing each item have the price written discreetly on the
reverse. Bev and I looked at a nearly complete (76 piece) Derby porcelain service made in 1790 for the Duke of Hamilton stunning! (yes, I know it isn't Belleek, but it caught our eye)... the price... well you wouldn't get much change from half a
million dollars. In this establishment, you might expect the staff to be snooty and look down on us tourists - we obviously
weren't going to buy anything... but this is absolutely not the case - they are friendly, helpful and thoroughly pleasant, even
letting me take loads of pictures of the fabulous Derby service. They have large carved side cabinets from the early
Renaissance, gold and silver made for royalty - and some Belleek, which was nice to see amongst all the other wonderfully
expensive items - nothing absolutely exceptional, just nice flowered vases and baskets - we looked but didn't check the prices.
I have a question: gathering or convention? We used to have conventions, now we have gatherings. It seems that a gathering is
just a smaller, less formal convention but otherwise much the same thing. We had a gathering in the UK, (in Cornwall), then at
Belleek, now it's just been New Orleans. These events are so enjoyable that we want more of them... where next? In
September we are going to Dublin to meet with our friends from the Northern Ireland Group - this (by my ad-hoc definition)
will be another gathering (no-one said you can't have more than one a year!) - already some of the US collectors have said they
will come. The Belleek collecting world needs this sort of event. The gatherings are inspiring, exciting and very friendly - it's
just a hassle and a lot of hard work to organise them. I'm sure that this is the future for us collectors, so let's carry on this new
tradition - where will we all be meeting in 2017?
-CM
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Belleek Pottery News
Queen's
90th
Birthday
Plate
Aynsley are proud to
manufacture this plate to
commemorate the 90th
birthday of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth on 21st
April 2016.
On the 12th May 2016,
Her Majesty's 90th
birthday was celebrated at
Windsor Castle with a
lavish equestrian themed
party. The party was a
celebration of The
Queen's life, her love of
horses, her dedication to
the Commonwealth and
international affairs and
her deep involvement
with the Navy, Army and
Air Force.
More information can be found on the Belleek Pottery website at: http://www.belleek.com/uk/queens-90thbirthday-plate We believe the plate is out of stock at present due to a huge demand but more are being
produced so there will still be the opportunity to obtain one of these very nice commemorative plates. Aynsley
Pottery (wholly owned by Belleek) has specialised in these royal commemoratives for a very long time - recent
examples are these made for the engagement of Kate and William in 2010, their marriage in 2012 and the
diamond jubilee of the Queen in June 2012. The Queen celebrated her "official" birthday with parties across
the country on 12th June 2016.

Left to right: Kate and William's engagement, their marriage and the Queen's diamond jubilee
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News from the World of Ceramics
Sad news that affects all of us who collect ceramics. The death has been announced of Geoffery Godden who
must have been the most prolific and knowledgeable author of books on ceramics of all time. This was
published by the Northern Ceramics Society (NCS) - he was the President of this organisation.

Although not the author of books solely on Belleek, items of Victorian Belleek have featured in several of his
publications and he is on record as stating that Belleek produced fine ware that was the equal of pieces made
by other famous potteries in England in the later 19th century. He was perhaps the world's most respected and
best known authority on pottery and porcelain - to many of us, Godden was God when it came to ceramics.
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Christmas GetGet-Together
Weekend 5th and 6th December
Birmingham – Host
Host Joanna Urbanek
We met on Saturday 5th for coffee at the old Birds Custard
factory which has been converted into a trendy shopping
arcade. An antiques fair was on (no Belleek!).

Left: Bev Marvell, Elaine and Paul Ewings,
Joanna Urbanek, Eileen Burgham, Jan
Golaszewski, Bernard Burgham.

Our Christmas dinner and party had been arranged that evening
at the Menzies Strathallan Hallmark Hotel (Right). So that we
could really enjoy ourselves we were staying overnight here
too.

Left: Pre-dinner drinks

Right: Getting into the party mood. Joanna,
Paul, Elaine, Bev and Jan
After the Christmas Crackers with party hats
and jokes was the serious balloon launching
competition.
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The next morning (Sunday) we added up the
votes for our 2015 Devotee Award.
It deservedly was won by Eileen and
Bernard Burgham.
Many congratulations!
Following this, our little group of Belleekers
drew the 2015 Raffle.
Left: It was also time to hold the 2015 Raffle
Draw.

Raffle Results
1) Gothic candlestick,
Simon and Mel
Whitlock
2) Large harp jug, Chris
and Bev Marvell
3) Chicago 2011
Convention plate, Pat
Tubb
4) Shamrock and rose
brooch, Menna Lloyd
5) Celtic cross pendant,
Chris Reynolds
6) Sweetheart pendant,
Simon and Mel
7) Santa in sleigh
ornament, Paul and
Elaine Ewings
8) Addendum to Marion
Langham's book: Chris
Reynolds

From Jan Golaszewski
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Spring Meeting – Weekend 12th and 13th March
Oxford – Host Jan Golaszewski
Spring had arrived and the UK Belleekers met up
in the historic city of Oxford on the weekend
nearest to the date of St. Patrick’s day.

Saturday - Views of Oxford
We Belleekers are nearly always lucky with
lovely sunny weather. So a stroll around the city
landmarks was very pleasant, even though at this
time of the year it is teaming with ‘Dons’ and
tourists (and bicycles).
Above: Early blossom by Balliol College
Left: Bikes and buses lined up outside Church of St.
Mary Magdalen

Above: No not Venice, but this is the Bridge of Sighs
Left: The Sheldonian
Below: Bev Marvell outside the Radcliffe Camera

Above: Floods seem to be a feature at our Spring meetings. There had been floods a few years ago at York,
again couple of years ago near Bath when we visited, and here again there were floods over the fields in
Oxford. Climate change? – or rain to welcome Irish porcelain collectors (as everyone knows the Irish love
rain!).
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Saturday Afternoon - Ashmolean Museum Guided Tour

Henry Moore’s Three Piece Reclining Figure (1963)
with Belleekers in the background
Many of our Group met and had a chat outside the
Museum before the tour
Bev Marvell, Máire Kiddle and Joanna Urbanek. We
were particularly pleased that Máire had joined us for
the weekend
Julia Reece,
Paul Ewings
and Neville
Maguire
Mel and
Simon
Whitlock, Paul
and Elaine
Ewings

Our host Jan Golaszewski tries to round
us up ready to start the tour
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Our Group was split into two groups for the tour,
Left we see a guide explaining the 'Powhatan's Mantle'
to Joanna, Paul Tubb, Elaine, Patrick Tubb, Jan and
Pat Tubb
The 'Powhatan's Mantle' is a tanned hide of the whitetailed deer, it is the only surviving example of habits
supposedly made by the Algonquian Indians of
Virginia (it is listed in the 1656 catalogue of the
Tradescant collection).

Right: Seventeenth-Century Chinese (Qing dynasty)
porcelain. Blue-and-white and enamel-decorated wares
were made for sale to Japan and Europe
Below: We Belleekers always admire a dejeuner (or
maybe this is a bachelor’s) set. This looks like Sevres,
but it is probably English.

Left Athenian
black figure
pottery jar, C550
BC. This shows a
shoemaker cutting
out a leather sole
around the foot of a customer.
Right: John Riley’s portrait of Ashmolean benefactor
Elias Ashmole.

Elias Ashmore’s gifts in 1683 formed the basis of the
Museum. The spectacular frame was carved by
Grinling Gibbons and is surmounted by Ashmole's arms and his motto.

Saturday – Evening Dinner at the Jury’s Inn Hotel
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A pit-stop in the bar before dinner

Below: Jan with Caroline Hunt and Karen Kincheloe, our
intrepid member from Texas

Left:
Bernard
and
Eileen
Burgham
with
Simon

Left:
Mel, Bev
and
Chris
Marvell
Right:
Joanna
and
Elaine

Hungry Belleekers waiting for what
was to be a very good meal
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Sunday Lunch and Meeting at
The Plough Inn, Upper Wolvercote
The back room snug in the pub had been
reserved for us.
Joanna formally welcomed everyone to Oxford
and thanked Jan for making the arrangements.
After the apologies, a minute’s silence was held
to remember deceased Members, in particular
Francis Kiddle and Rhonda and Gerry Hanson.

Future meetings
Chris and Bev will host the AGM in Draycott this
year on 23rd/24th July, hopefully as a summer
garden party with Chris’ pizzas on the Saturday and
the business meeting on the Sunday (venue to be
arranged).
The 2016 UK Group autumn meeting will be held
jointly with the Northern Ireland Group in Dublin,
on the weekend of 24th September. One of the
highlights is a visit to Collins Barracks for a private
viewing with the keeper of ceramics. The former
barracks is now the National Museum of Ireland –
Decorative Arts and History.
The Spring 2017 meeting should ideally be at a
northern location. Any volunteers please?
Because we all seem to be too busy around
Christmas, the Christmas party will no longer take
place unless an individual wants to arrange one
(people seem to be busy at this time of year and
have other priorities). As a consequence, the draw
for the raffle will be done at the AGM from now
on. To allow sufficient time to sell tickets and
accumulate funds for prizes, monies collected
during 2016 will be carried over to the next draw,
which will be in July 2017.

Belleek news:
news: Patricia McCauley has been busy with trips to the USA, such as QVC on St. Patrick’s Day.
Fergus Cleary has been writing excellent articles for the Pottery’s Facebook page.

Group news: Paddy and Tracy McKee have moved to Ireland and send us their best wishes.
The Group has purchased its own projector and screen that can be linked to a laptop. This will make the
presentation of talks at meetings much easier, as many venues either don’t have suitable equipment or want to
charge for its loan. Please bear this in mind when preparing your future talk!
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Left: The UK Devotee Award for 2015 was presented to
Eileen and Bernard Burgham, who were delighted to
receive an Athens pitcher.
Below: Simon Whitlock gets his hands on his raffle first
prize, a second period Gothic candlestick (Mel and Anne,
the rest of the ‘Whitlock’ family, look happy too). The
Whitlocks also won a sweetheart necklace (perhaps one
of the ladies in his family might like this!).

Chris Marvell and Jan Golaszewski
gave a presentation entitled ‘The
Eclectic Ceramists’

Left and Below Left: Jan Golaszewski and Christopher Marvell
giving their talks
This was the first opportunity for the Group to use our projector!
Jan first talked about Arno Malinowski: not Polish but a Danish
artist. Jan described his work history, and showed a Royal
Copenhagen statuette and some Georg Jensen silver brooches.
Then Chris spoke about Herbert Wilson Foster and Eduardo
Luigi Paolozzi. Foster was born in Endon, Staffordshire, and
went to art school in Hanley. Paolozzi, who was of Italian
heritage, was born in Leith near Edinburgh. He was doing pop
art in the 1950s before Andy Warhol. Chris showed examples of
the work of both of these artists, including some Wedgwood
plates by Paolozzi that were decorated with designs of electronic
circuits.
Finally, Jan invited us to ‘Meet the Pophams’. Amanda Popham
(b. 1954) produces unique hand-made sculptures, each with a
name. Jan had brought along a number of pieces that he had
started collecting relatively recently.

These talks were interactive and light-hearted.
Right: Joanna thanked the lads for their talks
in the usual way!

Another enjoyable Belleeking
weekend was brought to a close.
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Belleek Creamers: Discoveries, Evolution, Oddities
and Mistakes
by Paul Ewings
One definition of a collector is:
“someone who collects objects because they are beautiful,
valuable, or interesting”.

In this article we aim to focus on the latter, and in particular
how relatively common and well-known Belleek articles can
still amaze and confound the collector. In addition we’ll
report on some recent finds that add to the tea ware
‘encyclopaedia’ recently published by fellow collectors Bev
Marvell and Tony Fox.

Elaine and I started collecting Belleek in 1989 and one of our
first purchases was an unmarked, but clearly Belleek, Undine
creamer. We soon realised that this was somewhat different
from others that we saw, having a distinctive broad and flat
handle, its lower attachment flowing into the nymph’s
tresses. This is shown on the right. Compare this with the
later versions where the rope-twist handle is much more
crudely applied (shown bottom right). The sinuous nature of
the original has been replaced with a simpler design, one also
seen in the Ivy and later Cleary creamers. Is this a sign of the
Pottery’s cost control, or a case of ‘mass production’? The
much reproduced 1904 catalogue and the Old Photograph
Album both show the Undine creamer with the same plain
handle as our example, with the later rope handle shown on
both the Ivy and Cleary (more on this later), and the
eponymous rope-handled mug. In the 1928 and then 1949
catalogues the Undine is shown with the ubiquitous rope
handle.
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If we now look at the
Cleary creamer (or is it
Celtic Toy?), all of the
various Pottery
catalogues show this
model as having the
rope-twist handle.
However, a new
variation (BI) has
recently been added to our collection, which
shows a more complex version with not one,
but two attachments at each end of the handle
(shown above). This version is seen in the Old
Photograph Album, right but by the time we
get to the 1904 catalogue this seems to have
been simplified.
In our BI version the ‘rope’ is constructed
from two much thicker strands that are twisted
very loosely with each strand terminating in a
four-lobed claw, creating a V-shaped opening
at both attachment points, not unlike the

handles seen on both Shamrock and Tridacna tea ware. This is shown in detail left and centre above. A BII
example is shown above right which seems to illustrate a transitional handle: it features the thicker two strand
rope of our BI example but uses the simpler attachments of the BIII (and later) thin rope type. Compare these
with the later Blue and Cob handles, shown in the three photos below, BIII and GII, respectively. So here is
another example of Belleek moving away from what would be a much more time-consuming handle production
and attachment process, and again switching to the same rope-handle pattern. It seems that the change occurred
late in the first period or early in the second period.
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Staying with the handle theme, Bev and Tony
illustrate jugs with both mismatched and
misapplied handles and this sharpened our focus
when searching out Belleek at antique fairs,
centres and shops. An example can be seen in
the following photographs of two Scale and a
Scroll pattern creamer. The Scale Pattern
creamers are shown on the left. In these photos,
on the left, the GII version, you can see what at
first glance appears to be the normal plain
rounded handle. But look closer and you’ll see
that in this example the ‘knob’ at the top is the
reverse of that shown in the Album photograph
and in the 1904 catalogue.
To the right is a GI version with what appears
to be the handle from a Scroll pattern creamer,
or is it?
Take a closer look at the third photo down on
the left and you’ll see that the handle is subtly
different with the top section reversed having
the ‘knob’ on the top and the curl underneath;
compare this with how it’s depicted in the 1904
catalogue. However, we found that Bev and
Tony illustrate a total of six examples: five are
‘standard’ with one inverted, just like the handle
on our GI Scale creamer. The marks are shown
in the bottom left photo.
Were the Scroll type handles moulded as one
piece, in which case the mould for our handle
would have been different from the ‘standard’,
or were they constructed from more than one
part such that the inversion could have taken
place at the time of assembly? Mistake or
deliberate, perhaps one of our potters can shed
some light on this?
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If we now look at glazes we have two pieces that include the distinctive pearl-effect glaze that features widely
in the annotations in the Old Photograph Album and seems to have been used as a premium finish to a number
of pieces, including tea ware. The first is a BII Ampanida jug where the alternating vertical panels are filled
with Cob and Pearl lustre, with the triangular sections underneath each picked out with the opposite glaze. This
is shown in the two photos above. The handle and interior are cob lustre. Examples illustrated by Bev and Tony
show the same alternating pattern with both green and pink tint.

The second is a BI impressed ‘BELLEEK’ Mask creamer, shown in the three photos above, where the pearl
glaze has been applied to the moulded panels, with the vertical elements under the spout and handle, and the
handle itself, left as contrast in the ivory glaze. The interior is cob lustred and is very much as the example
shown in the Album.
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The Mask creamer also
illustrates the crispness of
the early mouldings,
which have softened over
time; compare the BI with
the later BIII example.
These are shown on the
left.

Finally we report on some recent ‘discoveries’
A second example of a BII Belleek Pot
creamer, which now includes a cob lustre to
the handle and interior rather than the plain
ivory of the first. The two creamers and
their marks are shown on the left and below.

We have yet to find a matching sugar bowl
of the same period, although the flowered
pots are relatively common. Shown on the
left with the creamer. If you have one in
your collection a photograph would be
appreciated.
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An Irish Pot creamer and sugar with BII and BI
marks, respectively, bought as a pair at an antiques
centre near Glasgow. The existence of this pattern in
BI had been assumed, but the sugar confirms this to
be correct. Shown in the three photos above and left.

A BI Toy Shell creamer with a turquoise tint handle;
note the more prominent scalloped top to the BI jug
compared with that of the BII pink tint example to its
left (below).

The 1904 catalogue shows a much smoother profile to the top edge, similar to the GII jug shown to the right.
It’s also interesting to note the differences in the sizes of the three creamers; the two Black Mark pieces are
noticeably smaller than the Green.
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A BI Fluted creamer (shown left) with
what appears to be the same pearl lustre
seen in the Ampanida and Mask
creamers discussed earlier. Illustrated in
the Photograph Album, but not the 1904
catalogue.
Editor: this design is highly reminiscent of
Kerr and Binns items (1852-1862) so there
may be some crossover here.

A second BI Harp creamer (shown left),
which was again illustrated in the
Album, but not the 1904 catalogue. The
first example had been shown by
Neville Maguire at a London meeting.
Both the Fluted and Harp creamers can
be seen on the middle row, to the right
of the Cleary, in the photograph
reproduced from the Old Album, see earlier in the article. The flat
handle of the Undine is also seen in the lower row.
Finally our thanks to Pat and Teresa Steen who sent Bev photographs
of a previously unseen BII hand-painted Celtic Toy (Cleary?) creamer
and sugar, a pattern shown in the 1928, 1931 and 1937 catalogues.
These are shown below.

Most collectors will have
creamers in their displays and
perhaps this article will
encourage you to take a closer
look at them.
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New Orleans Gathering - May 27th-29th 2016
A group of dedicated Belleekers arranged to meet in this mysterious and wonderful place.
No sacrifice
sacrifice was too great! Bev and Chris Marvell flew in from the UK, a journey
of some 15
15 hours, Briane and Carroll Carter drove more than 1000 miles due east
from El Paso, Texas and Johannah
Johannah and Al Purdon made the epic drive down from
New Jersey - this is 1300
1300 miles south west through ten states. This all paled into
insignificance compared to Del Domke's mega rail journey from Seattle via Chicago,
Chicago,
a distance of around 3000 miles which took over three days travelling time.
All the other enthusiasts had similar
similar (if a bit shorter!) journeys - all had stories
to tell.
The reason for all this endeavour was simple... we were going to have a party!
New Orleans is the best place in the world for a party.

iscussing the
We would also spend some serious academic time together ddiscussing
finer points of our various Belleek collections and learning more of the
history of the Pottery... this did eat into our partying time a bit, but not
enough to matter! It is hard to take things seriously when in New Orleans
and we didn't try
try too much... but the talks and presentations we had
were really excellent and we may even have learned something.

The picture on this and the facing page is the sunrise over the Mississippi
taken from Bev and Chris's fabulous hotel room in the Marriott.
Marriott. The French quarter
is on the extreme left of the image, extending behind the Cathedral, the spires of which can just
be seen in the misty morning light. The steamboat Natchez is moored in the centre of the image.
This picture was taken at about
about 5 o'clock in the morning - not many people are about at this time it was by lucky chance that we took a look out of our hotel window to see this lovely misty sunrise.
We are not in the habit of getting up at 5 a.m. but the effect of jetjet-lag is to make you more active in
the early mornings when on a US trip... the downside is that you get sleepy in the evenings and a
supply of excellent food, a number of Margaritas and a lot of good conversation (all three of which
were plentifully available) were
were required
required to keep us alert and in our normal sparkling form!
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A lovely Galway Crystal paperweight...
Del Domke received one of these in
recognition of his epic trip across the
United States. Bev and Chris Marvell
also received one - they had come the
the
greatest distance to the Gathering
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This street sign is on Bourbon
Street in the French Quarter to
commemorate the origins of the
City of New Orleans - first came
the Spanish, then the French - of
course they all had their African
slaves... finally English, Irish and
Italian immigrants - it's a great
melting pot and the mix of cultures
makes the City what it is today.

Belleekers meeting in the lobby of the Marriott
Hotel:
Carroll Carter, Al Purdon, Melissa Barry Finch,
Briane Carter, Johannah Purdon and Bev Marvell
- Chris is of course taking the picture.
We set off confidently in search of the Acme
Oyster House...

...and were lost within 30 seconds... the hotel
doorman helps us out.
We ended up at the Pelican Club for a fabulous
meal... here is Al with an amazing fish dish.

...and this is
Chris's
dessert...
...bread
pudding
with white
and dark
chocolate
sauce.
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In New Orleans, two things are sacred: Jazz and food. Take a
look at the menu from the famous Mother's restaurant - this
has a lot of local favourites - the food might sound strange to
us Brits but it is really delicious.
For those of you who don't know, Gumbo is one of the most
famous soups in the world, either with seafood (crawfish) or
with chicken and spicy sausage but always with okra and rice.
By the way, crawfish (craw) are crayfish...
A Po-boy (Poor boy) is a sandwich on a long roll (like in
Subway) but with much more exciting fillings (in this case
oysters and shrimp which are probably fried in batter).
Crawfish Etouffée is a crayfish stew.
...and Jambalaya is a rice dish with vegetables and meat and/or
seafood - a bit like a Spanish paella but considerably more
spicy!
Here's Bev in Mother's (for
breakfast) - it is a very traditional
old-style American Diner but
with a super-strong New Orleans
influence - one of the must-visit
local attractions... not at all fancy
but oozing with character - and
the flavours are delicious.

And while we're on the subject of local food venues, here's Bev again, at the
Café du Monde, probably the most famous coffee house in the USA... they
really only sell these wonderful beignets with strong cafe au lait - the
beignets are hot and smothered with icing sugar: they are like nothing else.
Bev is looking wistful because this is a place of pilgrimage: we used to
work for a business based in New Orleans - this was twenty years ago, and
sitting in the Café du Monde was really like coming home for us.
There is always a long queue to get in here, but it's worth the wait - they say
that if you spend long enough here the whole world will come to you - this
was certainly true of Johannah and Al who turned up while we were there we proceeded to have a long and happy conversation accompanied by the
swish of the old ceiling fans, the clink of cups and glasses and a very
acceptable rendition of Southern Baptist hymn tunes on the trumpet by a
most affable local musician who was entertaining the people in the café
queue. This is a truly evocative and memorable place, like many others in
New Orleans.
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Sorry, but there's yet one more food location that has to be mentioned! This is the Central Grocery, just a short
distance down Decatur Street from the Cathedral and the Café du Monde. This establishment, founded in 1906
by an immigrant from Sicily, has a real Italian flavour. It looks like it hasn't changed much since 1906, and this
is indeed the charm of these old New Orleans venues - they look (and actually are) pretty much as they have
always been.
The Central Grocery make these Muffuletta sandwiches which
are packed with huge slices of Italian meat, cheese, olives and
pickles - they must come close to being the best sandwich in the
world!

OK - I'll stop talking about food - what other
attractions does New Orleans have... well
there are the Streetcars (Trams). Bev and I
went on a long streetcar ride from Canal
Street (New Orleans' main street) down St.
Charles Avenue - this takes you past some
amazingly swanky mansions, mostly
constructed in the Southern Plantation style
with a lot of white boarding, verandas and
columns.

St. Charles Avenue leads to the University district and the Zoo in
the lovely verdant Audubon Park.
Above, Bev stands at the streetcar terminus - it turned out that
the streetcar we were riding on (Number 953) is famous (see
the plaque on the left)
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A few impressions of the City...
Left: this building on Canal Street is a survivor from the
1920s.
Below: old mosaic set into the sidewalk outside a shop in
the French Quarter

Left: the captain of the Natchez Steamboat still uses an old
megaphone to shout instructions while mooring.
Below: the Natchez - it is a real steamboat with steam
engine dating back to 1925 - it now burns oil rather than
coal in deference to clean air regulations.

Left: the Cathedral-Basilica of Saint Louis, King of France
as viewed from the Natchez on our Mississippi trip... this
was built in 1789 and then almost completely rebuilt in
1850. It is located next to Jackson Square and facing the
Mississippi River in the heart of New Orleans, situated
between the historic buildings of the Cabildo and the
Presbytère. It is one of the few Roman Catholic churches
in the United States that fronts a major public square.
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Some more views from our trip on the Natchez: left a
wharf destroyed eleven years ago by hurricane
Katrina - still not rebuilt or demolished!
Below: one of the USA's largest sugar refineries - this
huge industrial building looks derelict but is still
highly active - Domino's Sugar is seen all over the
USA - usually in those little packets for putting in tea
or coffee. The flooded trees stand in the Mississippi the levee that protects the factory looks pretty small
but everything here is on a large scale... these levees
usually prevent floods but failed 11 years ago.
Below: we know who he's going to vote
for... this highly eccentric man sounds a
bullhorn and waves his stars and stripes
every time the Natchez goes past his house.

Right: monument to the lives lost in the
Battle of New Orleans - this took place in
January 1815 and the Americans defeated
the British... The most sorry thing was that
the loss of life was unnecessary, a peace
treaty had been signed between the British
and the Americans in London but the news
didn't reach the combatants until too late.
Below: skyline on New Orleans from the
Natchez when several miles downriver our convention venue is the Marriott, the
building right centre in the picture.
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Some views of the fabulous French
Quarter - the main buildings are
brick built with cast iron balconies,
festooned with vegetation. On the
outskirts, small wooden houses still
exist, some in a very dilapidated
state and some in pristine condition
- all of them are interesting, some
of them are delightful.

Repainting
these lovely old
doors would
spoil them!
Note the
Tea Room
that does
psychic
readings...
...from the
tea leaves?

This old house was so
brightly painted it really
stands out against the
stormy grey sky and the
garlands of flowers
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More old wooden houses - the
details on the brackets are
wonderful - and this one is for
sale too!

Another great venue is
the market - there are
actually two...
...a farmer's market
selling local produce
and this bric-a-brac
market selling all
manner of things.

There are a good
number of eccentric
"artists" on the streets of
the French Quarter...
..."Cubs the Poet" here
is one of them and no,
I'm not familiar with his
work - maybe he's one to
watch out for!
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And so, to our meeting...
meeting...
Lesa Jordan sets the tone on the Friday
evening with her amazing Belleek pendant
Johannah Purdon makes announcements
concludes our registration and introduces
the first night's fabulous buffet supper

Melissa Barry-Finch, Briane Carter and Lauresa Stillwell
chatting over drinks while Al Purdon tries to snaffle the
oysters before anyone else... as you can see there were plenty
of them!
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We were very happy to listen to
Johannah describe the programme of
events...
Left: Helen Cairo-McCarthy, Maria
Hamilton, Moira Bailey and Constance
Hamilton.

Above: David Brann and his son, Noel
Murphy, John (hidden) and Lesa
Jordan and Carl Orbann
Left: Phyllis Bagnall and Briane
Carter in conversation

Above: Bev Marvell, John and Lesa
Jordan, Dean Bagnall and Katie
Proteau in the foreground.

Left: Tom Proteau, Johannah Purdon,
Katie Proteau and Phyllis Bagnall
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Saturday - time to be (just a little bit)
more serious.
After another lovely lunch we settled down to the
slightly more formal part of the Gathering - talks
and presentations.
Johannah introduced the session and then it was
the Purdon double act - Al and Johannah
recounted their visit to see Don and Gretchen
Campbell and their fantastic collection. They
gave an illustrated description of the Campbell
house, garden and Belleek collection.

Next Al (our computer expert) set
things up for Dean Bagnall to give a
talk on his and Phyllis's collection.

Here is Dean, very
enthusiastically describing the
lovely... is it a flower holder?
...well anyway, it's an
extremely rare item from their
collection.
...We soon learned that Dean
needs a blue Tridacna tray for
his collection...
...I know how he feels!
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Dean, making a reference to Richard
Degenhardt's book

Figures, vases and plates from Phyllis and
Dean's collection - this is a very small part of it
Here are a few more
dejeuner sets, assorted tea
ware and lots of other
items... again only a
representative sample of
the collection.

Left: detail from a plate
made for the Mullingar
Mental Hospital - this
sort of otherwise plain
earthenware is very
interesting - Belleek seems to have cornered the market for
pottery for this type of institution.
Right: an unusual version of a very pretty basket
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Left: lovely water lily plateau
Below: two fabulous flowered pieces

Left: two Irish
cottage butter
dishes - the left is
interestingly
augmented
Right: Bust of
Lesbia unmarked... is it
Belleek?
Finally, from
Dean's
presentation the
lovely portrait by
Phyllis of George
and Angela Moore
with Richard
Degenhardt and
Fred Gary
...and Phyllis and Dean when Phyllis was the
Honoree in 2002
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Before the meeting continued with more presentations, Johannah asked us to tell everyone a little bit about
ourselves... here are a few pictures as we did this - sorry, not everyone is included here... the photographer
(Chris) wasn't fast enough!

Lesa Jordan

Angela Ryan

John Jordan

Briane Carter

Katie Proteau

Tom Proteau
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Adeline Brann

David Brann

Marilyn Orbann

Constance Hamilton

Maria Hamilton

Marilyn Donnelly

When we had all introduced ourselves properly,
Adeline Brann took the stand and gave us the history
of her family's involvement with Belleek. They
originally lived and worked in Belleek. Her uncle,
Robert Nolan became a master basket maker at the
Pottery before leaving to found the Celtic Weave
company in Cloghore, Co. Donegal.

Johannah congratulates Adeline on her presentation
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A parian jug in the Mask pattern brought by
Moira. It has an unusual blue colouring - and is
unmarked... is it Belleek? Lauresa gives it
critical inspection and then resorts to new
technology... the smart phone is a useful tool for
comparing the colour that the translucent parian
exhibits in a strong light. Bev is also very
interested in this.

Next to give a presentation was Chris Marvell who showed a series of remarkable old photographs from the
Pottery in 1892 - these had been discovered as old glass plate negatives at a small auction house in the south of
England. Chris explained that the old technology actually allowed superb detail to be seen... some discoveries
of previously unknown items of Belleek had been made from looking at the pictures. Issue 36/3 of the
Newsletter gave a full description of these negatives so we will not go into any more detail here.
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We continued with Del Domke's
presentation...
...on what you needed for an
ideal Belleek collection.

Del and some of the magnificent pieces in his
collection - the object of the talk was to decide
what pieces were indispensable in an ideal
collection of Belleek...
Del has such a choice collection with the most exquisite tinted and coloured figures that he is clearly the
man to ask for this advice!
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More of Del's pieces...
Another one of those darned cottages!
This one also has it's own take on
decoration... this was a special
commission for a retailer - a music
box, I think.

Below: Leprechauns of different
periods...

Del's "Hungarian" spider (sounds more dangerous!)
but it's not Belleek, it's Melvincraft, made in
Garrison, near Belleek.

What! There's more of them... again
from three different periods - ugly little
blighters, aren't they?
...but you mustn't offend these little
guys: they are so essential for our ideal
collection!
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Ring Handle cup and saucer painted by Eugene
Sheerin with monogram for Cardinal Johm
Murphy Farley.
Double candle snuffer - this is the one we call
"Madonna's Bra" - earthenware - see the
interesting marks.
"The Irish Independent" earthenware dish, a rare
advertising item made for Battersby and Co.,
Estate Agents in Dublin.

Some interesting small armorials... and of
course, every collection should have one of
these: the Stag and Hounds...
...I wish!
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Next we had a
sneak preview
(sent by Fergus
Cleary) of new
pieces to be made
by the Pottery for
the 160th
Anniversary of its
foundation.
We got quite
excited over this!
...but I can't say
anything about
it... it is TOP
SECRET.
You'll all have to
wait and see!

Saturday Evening
- a wonderful reception and dinner on the 41st floor of the Marriott Hotel.

Here we are arriving in this
magnificent room atop the hotel the views out across the City and
the River were superb - it took some
time to get acclimatized to it - once
again the great food, drinks and
conversation helped!
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That great view...

Above left: Carroll Carter, Helen Cairo McCarthy
and Marilyn Orbann
Above right: John and Lesa Jordan and Adeline
Brann
Left: John and Marilyn Donnelly, Dean Bagnall (in
background) and Katie and Tom Proteau

We relaxed and enjoyed the drinks while waiting for
the exceptional feast that was provided.
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We even had time to pose for a group photo - you will notice that Del Domke could not be present - most
unfortunately, his agoraphobia makes it impossible for him to look out from such a high building - we
wished him his good health.

After dinner we carried on as the sun
set and night fell. Around the table
(above left) Melissa Barry Finch,
Marilyn Donnelly, Lauresa Stillwell,
Chris Marvell, Johannah and Al
Purdon.

Above: looking across the city
towards the twin bridges,
Left: the Natchez returns from its
evening dinner cruise.
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The Gathering was now officially over but we still had some time to get together and party..
On the Sunday Morning, Bev and I wandered
through the busy streets of the French Quarter,
feeling thoroughly at home - we stopped at a
cafe near the Farmer's Market for brunch and
to listen to an excellent 4-piece jazz band. I
had to have one more Muffuletta - this time
with eggs (breakfast, you see!) (below)

Bev found this lovely Brugmansia growing in
Esplanade Street (right) - it's probably not as
good as the ones that Don Campbell grows up
there in Tacoma but it reminded us of Don
and Gretchen, who sadly had not been able to
make it to the Gathering.

By the way - Bev said that Don told her the
difference between Brugmansias and Daturas
(very similar exotic plants... the Datura opens
upwards as if from the Devil, the Brugmansia
opens downwards as if from the Angels - it is
commonly called "Angel's Trumpets)
We had a lovely peaceful day revisiting our
favourite locations.
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This cat was also very relaxed... sleeping just behing
the glass in a shop window on Bourbon Street (I put
this one in for you, Karen!)

I liked this sign (on the right in the picture below)
"Wine a bit... you'll feel better"

We were by now quite accustomed to the
pretty but dilapidated wooden houses...

...but were stunned and amazed by the sheer size
of this cruise liner which had been moored by
the Riverwalk Mall - this is as far upriver as it
can get as the huge twin bridges in the City are
still too low for it...
...I wasn't sure that this mighty ship felt quite
right in this city of small, historic houses and
tiny wonderful details!

We returned to the hotel and went to the bar for pre-dinner Margaritas...
(left) the gathering might be over now but the fun certainly was not - we
had arranged to meet with those of our party who had been able to stay
on at one of the most famous restaurants in the French Quarter Arnaud's
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Arnaud's was established in Bienville
Street in 1918 and is still going extremely
strong.
We had booked in the Jazz Bistro and
were serenaded by Dixieland Jazz players
- the singer was very much in the style of
New Orleans legend Louis Armstrong.

Johannah with Helen and Del
Lesa and John, Dean and Phyllis,
Adeline in the background.
Chris tackles his escargots
Del, Bev and Chris and Lesa.
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Jazz on request...
Another feature of Arnaud's is the
distinguished (antique?) waiting staff!

It got pretty noisy in
there - but after the
meal, dedicated
enthusiasts set off in
pursuit of more jazz.
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Bev, Chris, Melissa, Moira and
Lauresa braved the now completely
packed streets in search of music - we
found it at the "Spotted Cat" Music
Club on Frenchman's Street (right)this isn't my photo - it was too crowded
to take any but this is pretty
representative.
Below: Here's another (quieter) Jazz
venue we went to nearer our Hotel

Right: Street life - wedding celebrations...

Monday Morning - it was Memorial Day the day on which the whole of the USA remembers
veterans who have died or made sacrifices for their
country - a lot like Remembrance Day in the UK.
We were flying
back home but
still had time to
sit on the bank
of the river and
listen to the
patriotic songs
being played on
the steam organ
of the Natchez
(right).

Left: Chris in a
reflective mood.
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A very early Belleek collector:
a story of wellwell-toto-do folk, art and politics
by Paul Ewings
One of the peripheral benefits, or is it chores? of being part of the UK Collectors’ Society ‘team’, in particular
the spouse of the raffle organiser, is that you visit an awful lot of antique fairs and centres looking for prizes. It
was on such a quest in February 2015 that I visited an antique centre in Lincolnshire. Here I found not one but
two items; the first, a large 1BM Harp Handled Jug, became a prize in the 2015 raffle, but the second, which is
the subject of this article, was a monogrammed and highly decorated 1BM ring-handled coffee cup and saucer.
Photos 1, 2 and 3 below

The interior of the cup is fully coloured in a pink tint, identical to that in our 1BM Belleek Tumbler. The ring
handle itself is chocolate with a gilded mount and the rim of both cup and saucer are also gilded and
‘feathered’.
The saucer bowl is lustred with the crest placed in the central area, inside a gilt circle. Both cup and saucer have
the printed 1BM and the saucer is also impressed ‘Belleek Fermanagh’. There are no colourway numbers or
other marks.
Photos 4, 5 and 6 below

The seller had correctly attributed the crest and motto to the Holland
family, but it was almost certainly not the Third Baron, Henry VassallFox, as the label suggested.
The crest comprises ‘a chapeau turned up ermine a fox sejant holding in
its mouth a rose [marigold?]’, and the motto, ‘Et vitam impendere vero’,
can be translated as: ‘For truth even unto death’.
Photo 7 left: Holland Coat of Arms
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The motto is attributed to the 1st/2nd century Roman poet Juvenal and is not unique to the Barons Holland. Other
notable users include the American newspaper editor, novelist and poet Josiah Gilbert Holland (1818–1891)
and French philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778). J.G. Holland’s version of the translation from
Latin is ‘to devote life to truth’, which seems appropriate to his profession.

Holland family history
The Holland family were short lived. The first barony, Baron Holland of Holland (Lincolnshire), was created
on 7 March 1762 for Lady Caroline Fox, the eldest daughter of Charles Lennox, 2nd Duke of Richmond. The
second barony, Baron Holland of Foxley (Wiltshire), was created on 17 April 1763 for her husband, the
prominent Whig politician Henry Fox. They both died in mid-1774 and both titles passed to their eldest son,
Stephen Fox, the Second Baron, who in turn died just 5 months later in December 1774, aged 29. The titles then
passed to his only son, Henry Vassall-Fox (1773–1840), the Third Baron, who was in turn succeeded in 1840
by his eldest legitimate son, Henry Edward Fox (1802–1859), the Fourth Baron. Henry Fox had no legitimate
heirs and on his death in 1859 both titles became extinct.
NOTE: The dates are significant in that only the Fourth Baron’s wife, Lady Mary Augusta Coventry, would
have been alive at the time of the Belleek Pottery’s first parian production. Lady Mary Augusta died in 1889
but in the years following her husband’s death she remained socially very active and a patron of the arts.

Holland
Holland House
Their London home, Holland House, originally known as Cope Castle, was built in 1605 for the diplomat Sir
Walter Cope. It later passed to the related Rich family, and then the Fox family who initially leased the house
and 64 acres of land from 1747 until 1768, when it was purchased by the First Baron.
It was during the life of the Third and Fourth Barons that Holland House became noted for gatherings of
politicians, artists and society, including Disraeli, Byron, Lady Caroline Lamb, Frederick Watts and Charles
Dickens.
The Fourth Baron’s diplomatic career, and his poor health, meant that he spent a good deal of time in Europe,
living in both France and Italy. It was in the latter in various houses in the Florence area during the 1830s and
40s that the Hollands befriended, and became patrons to, George Frederick Watts, who, with the help of Henry
Prinsep of the East India Company, later obtained a 21 year lease on ‘Little Holland House’, the dower house
on the Holland House estate.
Watts, who later became known as ‘England’s Michelangelo’, lived
and worked in the house alongside Henry Prinsep and Henry Fox’s
sister-in-law, Julia Margaret Cameron. Julia was an early
photographer, and the portrait of Watts (seen left) was taken by her
in 1864. Henry Fox-Talbot of Lacock Abbey, the early
photographer, was the son of William Davenport Talbot and Lady
Elisabeth Fox-Strangways, daughter of the 2nd Earl of Ilchester, and
therefore directly related to the Hollands.
Portrait of Watts. Reproduced under a common creator license
from the National Portrait Gallery
After the death of the Fourth Baron in Italy in 1859 Lady Mary
Augusta continued to live in the house, selling off sections of the
park for development to fund and maintain her social life, and her
alleged attempts to outdo her mother-in-law. These developments
later became known as ‘Holland Park’.
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Lady Mary Augusta, and her Italian retinue, finally departed Holland House in 1874 and moved to another,
smaller, family property in Chertsey, St Ann’s Hill.
The estate then passed to a distant cousin, Henry Fox-Strangways, the 5th Earl of Ilchester. The house was
largely destroyed by German firebombing in 1940. Just the east wing and some ruins of the ground floor still
remain. Shown below

In 1952 the house was sold to London County Council (LCC). The remains of the building passed from the
LCC to its successor, the Greater London Council (GLC) in 1965, and upon the dissolution of the GLC in 1986
to the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. Parts of it survive as an art gallery.
We found that in 1907 Holland House, both its exterior and some of the interior, was extensively photographed
by the celebrated Birmingham photographer, J. Benjamin Stone. A collection of 15 prints is held by the V&A
Museum, some of which are shown below.

The above photograph and the following three on the next page are © Victoria and Albert Museum, London
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Above: The Gilded Room and the ‘Swanneries’ Drawing Room

Perhaps the most interesting is The China Room (above).
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The 3rd and 4th Barons

Henry Vassall-Fox, 3rd Baron
Henry Edward Fox, 4th Baron
Both pictures reproduced under Creative Commons license from the National Portrait Gallery.
Henry Vassall-Fox, the Third Baron, was an eminent Whig politician. Born in 1773 he travelled widely from an
early age, visiting both France and Italy before his 20th birthday. During his first visit to Paris in 1791 he met
both Lafayette and Talleyrand, and the Napoleon family. He entered the House of Lords and British politics in
1796.
His son Henry inherited not only the title but also his father’s politics, albeit briefly, becoming the MP for
Horsham in Sussex from 1826–1827. He then embarked on a diplomatic career between 1832 and 1847. He
held posts as Secretary to the Legation at Turin from 1832–35, Attaché at St Petersburg, Secretary at the
Embassy in Vienna from 1835–38, to the German Confederation in 1838 and to Florence from 1839–46.
However, perhaps the most interesting source of information we found is the detailed journal that the Fourth
Baron kept between 1818 and 1830, which we must remember was started when the young Henry was just 16
years old. This was later edited by the Earl of Ilchester and published in 1923 as ‘THE JOURNAL OF THE
HON. HENRY EDWARD FOX (afterwards fourth and last Lord Holland) 1818–1830’. Available online, it
offers an insight into the young man, his family and life at Holland House, as well as the political and society
gossip.
Henry continued his father’s friendship with Talleyrand and Byron (and Byron's mistress, Teresa Guiccioli,
with whom he seems to have had an affair). It also seems that Lady Caroline Lamb (1785–1828) had taken a
shine to Henry; on February 10th, 1819, when just 17, he wrote:
‘Went to Miss Berry's in the evening with Sir James a very agreeable party rather spoilt by that little viper, Lady C. Lamb,
who tried all she could to catch my eye, which I studiously avoided.’

Despite gaining a reputation as a ladies man an extract from his journal gives an insight into the man’s other
interests and the first indication that he was a ‘collector’ of porcelain, amongst other things.
‘He took an intelligent interest in the works of contemporary artists and sculptors, and as the early friend and
patron of Watts he may justly lay claim to a prophetic inspiration for true merit in painting. He had a decided
penchant for porcelain, especially for the output of the continental factories.
His interests were centred in the more cultured fields of life. The drama and the opera appealed strongly to his
senses. Even as a boy he spoke of plays and players with critical discernment; he rivalled Lady Holland in her
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constant attendance at Covent Garden or Drury Lane; and in 1839 his mother congratulated him on seeming
likely to become a book collector.’
Henry’s journal entries confirm that he mixed in the highest levels of English, French, Italian and Irish society,
but there’s no record of him ever visiting Ireland. He was acquainted with the British royal family, being
entertained by George IV at the Brighton Pavilion in 1823 and visited at Holland House in the same year by the
young Princess Victoria, who as Queen would go on to purchase Belleek items herself.

On sharing photographs of our ‘find’ with Bev Marvell we were amazed to be told that she and Chris own a
highly decorated Echinus dessert plate with exactly the same crest and motto, and what was even more
astounding, they also had photographs of the copper plate used by Belleek to create the crest. (above)
So it seems that the Hollands commissioned from Belleek not just a highly decorated coffee set, but also a
dessert service, and possibly more?
So why might this English aristocratic family come to purchase at least two sets of Belleek pottery?
Again the journal gives us a possible clue. Henry records his meetings with Sir Benjamin Bloomfield (1768–
1846) ennobled in the peerage of Ireland as Lord Bloomfield on 11 May 1825. Sir Benjamin died in Ireland and
was buried in the family mausoleum at Borrisnafarney Parish Church in County Offaly.
Sir Benjamin was the father of John Arthur Douglas Bloomfield (1802–1879), created First Baron Bloomfield
of Ciamhaltha on his retirement as the Ambassador to Austria.
Douglas was a highly successful career diplomat for almost 50 years from 1824 to 1871, but perhaps
importantly in the ‘Belleek context’, he was appointed a secretary of the embassy to St Petersburg in 1839, just
a year after Henry Fox was there. It’s possible that they would have become re-acquainted with each other
through this association.
A later second, more definite, link has been found. This confirms that in 1871 the Second Baron Bloomfield
became one of the first occupants on the Holland Park Estate created on the land sold for housing development
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by Lady Mary Augusta after her husband’s death in 1859. It appears that the properties on the estate land were
all leasehold, presumably also providing Lady Mary with an income through the ground rent.
This now provides us with a final part in the Belleek connection. Castle Caldwell had passed to the Bloomfields
in 1817 through the marriage of Frances Arabella, mother of John Caldwell-Bloomfield and daughter and coheiress of Sir John Caldwell, 5th Baronet, of Castle Caldwell, to John Colpoys Bloomfield.
John Caldwell-Bloomfield’s father
was the grandson of John Bloomfield
of Redwood and his wife Jane
Jocelyn. The Bloomfield family had
settled in Eyre Court, County Galway
early in the 18th century. Benjamin
Bloomfield had three sons, John,
ancestor of the Redwood family,
Joseph and Benjamin, ancestor of the
Barons Bloomfield.
So was the Hollands’ patronage of
Belleek the result of the ‘family’
connection, a desire on the part of
Lady Mary Augusta to be
‘fashionable’ in copying Queen
Victoria, or maybe an introduction
from another member of her extensive
circle of friends and acquaintances?

Left: Echinus 9 inch dessert plate BI,
made for the Hollands - this was
probably part of a large dessert
service.

Left: Detail of the Holland crest
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Important
Important Masonic Dinner Service in Kentucky
- reported by Bev Marvell
...Yes, in Kentucky …and it has been there since it was commissioned by John Amsden from
Belleek in late 1878.
We have recently been engaged in very interesting communications with Beth Caffery Carter, Collections
Manager of the Kentucky Historical Society, via Fergus Clearly, Head of Design at Belleek Pottery, regarding
this special Masonic dinner service. Below is a summary of our correspondence.

Firstly here is the museum listing produced
produced by
by Beth Carter
This is to be found at the Kentucky Historical Society (KHS) Website:
http://history.ky.gov/unique-tableware-tells-of-owner-and-of-freemasonry/

Unique Tableware Tells of Owner and of Freemasonry
By Beth Carter, collections management assistant
Sometimes you come across an object, or in this case a set of
objects, that keeps you digging for more answers. The
Museum Collections and Exhibitions team recently
inventoried a unique 57-piece set of dinnerware. Each white
ceramic dish has light blue trim and has a series of blue
Masonic symbols. My initial reaction was that this set may
have belonged to a Masonic Lodge or perhaps the lodge
master.

John Amsden
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I pulled the file for the donation of this tableware and found that it belonged to John Amsden (1809-1893) of
Versailles, Kentucky. He had this set of Belleek china made for him in Ireland around 1890. At the time, he had
gone to Europe to take his degree as a 33rd Degree Scottish Rite Mason, an honorary degree awarded for
exceptional service. The file also contained a photograph of John Amsden. I noticed something peculiar about
the uniform that he was wearing in the photograph and how it relates to the Masonic tableware.
All Freemasons start in the “Blue Lodge” where they receive their first three degrees: Entered Apprentice,
Fellowcraft and Master Masons Degrees. Master Masons can continue their Masonic experience by taking
further degrees in appendant bodies approved by their Grand Lodge. There are two main appendant bodies in
the United States: the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry and the York Rite (sometimes called
the American Rite). The Scottish Rite includes the degrees from the 4th degree up to the 32nd degree with an
honorary 33rd degree, which is what Amsden received on his trip to Europe.
In the York Rite, a Master Mason may become a member of three bodies that consists of nine additional
degrees with the highest being the Order of the Knights Templar. Take a look at the uniform that Amsden is
wearing. You can see a badge on the right side that features a cross passing through a crown. This is a symbol
associated with the Knights Templar. This photograph reveals that Amsden was a member of both the York
Rite and the Scottish Rite.
When it comes to collecting objects at KHS, we like to collect artifacts that tell a
variety of stories. This tableware is unique in that it tells the story of Freemasonry
in the late 19th century, illustrates how one person commemorated a milestone
and documents travel abroad. My favorite part of this tableware is the red
monogram on each piece: LELA. Those are the initials of Amsden’s wife,
Lucretia E. Lewis Amsden.
There is more research to be done on Amsden and his Masonic china. Have you seen any Masonic tableware
like this elsewhere? What do you make of Mrs. Amsden’s initials being on the china?

Beth Carter got in touch with Fergus to see if more could be found out and Fergus replied:
Hello Beth,
I forwarded your message to Brian Russell. I also know of a recent article in the Belleek Collectors Magazine
on the visit of a group of American masons to Enniskillen and to a Dr Obadiah Ternan who brought them to
visit the Belleek Pottery. This I believe happened sometime in the 1880s.
I don’t know if there is a connection. The earliest trade exposition we know of that Belleek exhibited at, was the
Philadelphia Trade Exhibition in 1876. Might samples of this Masonic ware have been brought there or might
the connection have been made there?
I suppose we can speculate but it has all the makings of an interesting story.
Kind regards
Fergus
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Fergus also forwarded this to Bev and Chris Marvell, who commented:
Hello Beth,
What an amazing find, who would have thought that an Irish Belleek Masonic dinner service could be found in
Kentucky! ...And, you know who bought it and whose monogram it has. Provenance is so important and very
rare with Belleek pieces.
Only 2 other dinner services are known of like yours, one is at the Masonic Grand Lodge in Dublin. It has
tureens, serving platters and plates. Now we would be surprised if yours is as late as 1890 as Robert Armstrong
(the driving force at Belleek) died in 1884 and he designed and registered this service himself and was
instrumental in promoting it to the ‘brethren’ – he was an avid freemason.
Could you take a detailed look at the marks on many of your pieces (they might vary)? We assume there will be
a printed Belleek ‘First Period’ mark and maybe a registration diamond. There may also be impressed marks
and these can be very informative: there might be an impressed harp (and crown), perhaps a number (the size of
the piece, i.e. 12 for 12”) and more exciting a fractional number (the date made, i.e. 37/78 for the 37th week of
1878).
We also note that the old copper plate used to
make the transfer (decal) of the monogram is still
at the Pottery, without your interpretation it
would be impossible to decipher!
Thank you for getting in touch and we look
forward to hearing more detail from you when
you have some free time.
Regards,
Bev and Chris Marvell

By Return Beth replied:
Dear Bev and Chris,
First, thank you for contacting me! When I received the email from Fergus Cleary, I was excited to learn that
there is a UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. My work at the Kentucky Historical Society deals with all aspects of
museum collections management, so I don’t get to do as much research as I would like on artifacts. Having
experts, like you, to offer insight into our collections is invaluable.
I have attached a couple photographs of the
marks on the back of the dinnerware. The
marks are impressed, and I immediately
noticed the crown and the harp. The design
looks similar to the first black mark (1863/90).
The fractional marks are the most exciting
thing to me. I didn’t look at every single piece,
but everything I pulled had “78” on the
bottom. The weeks on the top averaged
around week 40. And sure enough, a platter
that was about 14” long had a number 14
pressed into the bottom.
More pictures shown on the next page
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The other images I have attached show how extensive this collection is.
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It’s been a big mystery for quite some time about the significance of this set, so my goal has been to put it into
perspective and learn more about the company, the owner, and the historical importance of this set.
It’s all starting to come together piece by piece.
The image of the old copper plate used to make the transfer of the monogram gave me chills!
How exciting to make that connection and to know it still exists.
Best regards,
Beth

Fergus then chipped in:
Hello Beth
This connection you can see is causing ripples of excitement amongst the Belleek researchers in the UK
Collectors Club.
As you have remarked, many of the pieces have the registry mark which reads “ 13th April 1878 parcel no 9.”
This date most likely refers to the date the design i.e. the Masonic transfer print was registered at the patents
office London but it may refer to the design of the earthenware shapes. The latter I think is unlikely as the
shapes are of an earlier date. So the set dates from after 1878 and as far as I am aware the registry marks had to
be used up to two years. So the set was likely made between 1878 and 1880.
The other mark on the dish is the “Harp & Crown” mark used during the tenure of the first company pre-1884.
Although it is technically possible that such pieces may have been in stock over a number of years and used
much later- I think it unlikely as there are a large number of pieces with the same marks and registry marks.
It is all very exciting and gives a completely new aspect of the Belleek Story!!
Kind regards
Fergus

Then Beth Returns:
[to Fergus, Chris and Bev]
I was able to spend some time yesterday connecting some of the information that you all have kindly provided
for me with some of my research that I've done on John Amsden, the original owner of the tableware.
Brian [Russell]-- the articles and images you provided about Robert Williams Armstrong and his involvement
with Freemasonry are incredibly informative.
The image of the Masonic plate pattern excites me very much. When the plates in Amsden's set are placed next
to Armstrong's design, there's no denying that this is the pattern.
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On page two of your article, you mention a
report from the Impartial Reporter (around
April 1878) concerning a visit by an
American Masonic Party.
The party left New York on the July 3 and
was expected in Enniskillen on the 18th. You
also state that it would be interesting to know
who was in the party from the USA.

Well, I have some great news for you...

John Amsden was in that group!
I stumbled upon a book that chronicles the entire journey of these American Masons on their trip to Europe. It
is called, Crusading With Knights Templar Under the Banners of Allegheny Commandery No. 35, Allegheny
City, Pa. During 1878 (I found that it is digitized on several websites and available to download).
Ed: we had also found this fascinating book - and used it to illustrate Dr. Obadiah Ternan's and Robert
Armstrong's liaison with the American party of Masons (see Newsletter 35/2, July 2014) - we had no idea that
John Amsden was of such significance!

John Amsden was a member of Landmark Lodge No. 41 in Versailles, Kentucky, but he was sent a Letter of
Credence by Allegheny Commadery No. 35 in Pennsylvania for this “Crusade” (pages 24-25).
There are several exciting things in this document that I'd love to point out.
•
•

•

•

•

A full roster of everyone on that trip is on pages 34-35, and John Amsden is listed as
Generalissimo.
Bro. O. Ternan, who is mentioned in the same newspaper clipping in your email, is
mentioned on page 16 of Crusading with Knights Templar [...].He wrote to the Allegheny
Commandery on March 7, 1878 saying "Kindly drop me a line by return mail, saying what
day the Allegheny Commandery will positively leave New York and reach Enniskillen. If
you have a dated itinerary to spare, I would be glad to have it..."
Belleek is mentioned at least three times: pages 174, 176, and 197. When the Americans
arrive in Enniskillen, Dr. O. Ternan and others meet them. Later, Ternan, the American
Masons, and several others (an entire list is on page 172) go on a boat excursion aboard the
steamer "Ross Clare."
This is where Armstrong is mentioned along with Belleek! While on board the boat, "Dr.
Robert Armstrong, of Belleek factory, presented each of his American brethren with one of
his Masonic plates, on which various symbols of the crafts are described in order and in
artistic style, as a souvenir of our visit, the whole illustrating the lectures of the three degrees
as is shown by an accompanying circular written by Mr. Armstrong, and which along would
indicate that he is what is popularly known as a 'bright Mason.'" (page 174). The plate is
mentioned again on page 176.
Armstrong and his plate is mentioned again on pages 197-198 ("Among the many pleasant
incidents occurring to us on our pilgrimage none is brighter than the unexpected and
unselfish action of our friend and brother, Robert W. Armstrong, of Belleek, in the County
Fermanagh...)
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Needless to say, I was thrilled to find this publication. The dates, the people, and the Belleek pottery all line up.
I was hoping there would be some mention of Amsden's tableware.
KHS Curator, Bill Bright, and I were thinking about where the rest of the set would have come into play.
We wonder if John Amsden received the initial plate as a gift, liked it, and ordered a set with the monogram
during his stay (or possibly later).
What we noticed is that we have one single plate in
our collection that does NOT have the red monogram
(see attached image of object ID 1968.5.27 [Left]).
Our theory is that plate is the original plate gifted by
Armstrong. Do you think that this is possible?
[Ed: I notice this plate has slightly different colour
tints compared to an Amsden service plate below
(whose monogram is not properly aligned
vertically!)]
Bill and I speculate that John Amsden's wife would
have been supportive of his involvement with
fraternal organizations. Based on the Belleek pottery,
accounts of his life from local newspapers, and
minutes from meetings (and now a Crusade as well!),
it was obviously an important part of his life. It's hard
for me to speculate whether or not the monogram was
John Amsden's idea or something his wife might have
suggested since the monogram bears her initials.
Have you seen monograms like this on other Belleek
pieces?
[Ed: On Masonic ware, we have not seen a personal
monogram before, only Lodge monograms or
numbers]
We've been gradually finding more information about
Amsden's life, hoping to better understand him and
this set. He was a well to do member of the
community that was a banker, public advocate for
Christianity, and a founding member of St. John's
Episcopal Church in Versailles. When his
granddaughter donated the set to the Kentucky
Historical Society, the family story was that this
Belleek set was ordered by Amsden when he was in
Europe, and that he had gone to Europe to take his
degree as a 33rd Degree Scottish Rite Mason. I
believe this set had more to do with his trip as a
member of the Knights Templar. Any thoughts on this?
I apologize for the long winded e-mail. There a number of people here at KHS that are very excited about this
as well! Thank you for all of your help so far. This has been quite fun!
All the best, Beth
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Auction Report - some exceptional items of
Belleek on eBay
DOUBLE BOY & SHELL FIGURINE
…boys are in bisque …rest is glazed …11 1/2" tall …standing boy's left middle
finger has been remade, some repair to kneeling boy's right foot…
Sold for: US $675.00
$675.00 (Best offer accepted)
EBay seller: bmkantiques
Period: First Black
Gothic Candlesticks
…very good condition but …almost all the
cold painting is missing …9 ½” tall
Sold for:
for: US $676
EBay seller: fishline1
Period: First Black
TALL VASE WITH FISH AND BUTTERFLIES
12”…colors are good and the rim has no damage
…damage to one fish and one butterfly
Sold for:
for: US $117.50
EBay seller: kenlynn818
Period: First Black
HORN A PLENTY
…OR HUNTERS HORN MODEL. NO CHIPS OR
CRACKS
Sold for: £59.99
EBay seller: elmpark99
Period: First Black
Fish Spill Vase
…7.25” tall …Looks excellent
Sold for: US$330.01
EBay seller: cashguy
Period: First Black
SWAN CANDLE HOLDER
BLACK MARK AND IMPRESSED MARKS
…4'' HIGH … IN VERY GOOD ANTIQUE
CONDITION WITH NO DAMAGE
Sold for: £435.00
EBay seller: forrestged
Period: First Black
Small Fern Footed Flower Pot
…2½” wide and 2½” high. Excellent condition
Sold for: US$129.25
EBay seller: tommysdad
Period: First Black
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HARPS
PAIR …IN GREAT CONDITION
Sold for: £80
EBay seller: uk2014_leile
uk2014_leile
Period: Second Black
DECORATED DISH
FLOWERS
…EXCELLENT
CONDITION 3¾” X 1¾”
Sold for: US$179.50
EBay seller: estatesalelady
Period: 3 Strand
Strand
Thistle Vase
…so much detail, flowers and leaves are in
great condition …maybe a rough area on a
petal or edge
Sold for: US$301.50
EBay seller: yermama
Period: Second Black
PAIR OF BELLEEK VASES
…moulded and having applied botanical
sprays. - 8 3/8" high [No Condition Report]
Sold for: US$250
EBay seller: sloansandkenyon
Period: Third Black
LUSTRE SHAMROCK DECORATED
CIRCULAR BOX AND COVER [RIGHT]
6 X 5.2 CMS. CONDITION: OVERALL
GOOD FIRING MARK TO UNDERSIDE
AND NIBBLES TO SHAMROCK LEAVES.
Sold for: £77
EBay seller: fromfrom-froome
Period: Second Black
ENCRUSTED FLOWER BOWL & COVER [LEFT]
2 ½” x 2” Overall condition is good …appears to be petals missing from one
flower and some nibbles to edges of some petals… small, faint hairline and
small nibble on top rim.
Sold for: £145
EBay seller: mackems1
Period: Second Black
Trinket Box Forget Me Not [LEFT]
…couple of flea bite chips and couple of areas on lid where there are open
areas that look like there should be applied flowers, looks like it was fired this
way as areas are glaze covered
Sold for: US$86
EBay seller: littlegome
Period: Second Black
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Marine Jug Vase Tinted Green
…features coral, seaweed, & shell decor with much scrollwork, fluted and
scalloped accents …excellent
condition
Sold for: US$208.50
EBay seller: mikemate
Period: Second Black
Flower Possibly A Tulip
No apparent chips, cracks or repairs
Sold for: £136
EBay seller: alifjewells
Period: Second Black
Tri Dolphin Comport
…pink tinted …features a large
shell comport top on a tri
dolphin triangular
base…trimmed in gold
…excellent condition
Sold for:
for: US$248.50
EBay seller: mikemate
Period: Second Black
Porcelain Shell
..about 2¾” tall x 3" wide ...In
excellent condition
Sold for: US$156.03
EBay seller: lacrocodile
Period: First Black
Shell Plate
Translucent cream/ivory with
gold trim …-MINT condition 8½”
Sold for: US$81
EBay seller: danielle723
Period: First Black
Shell & Coral Formed Salt
…very good condition with no
chips, cracks or restoration
…approx 2½" in height
Sold for: £93.99
EBay seller: baby.dragon
baby.dragon
Period: First Black
Hand Painted 'Limoges' Style Bread Plate
…raised 'limoges style' leaves and flower decoration. Generally
good gilt …one area on handle is worn & losses on one area of rim.
Sold for: £249
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
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TRAY/PLATTER FERN &
CORAL BORDER
…superb embossed design
Sold for: AUS $595 (Best Offer
Accepted)
EBay seller: philicia
Period: First Black
14.5" Platter [Lace]
…extremely fine landmark
piece in a lovely state …Gilt
Edge
Sold for: US $750 (Private Sale?)
EBay seller: merseyglo
Period: First Black
NEPTUNE GREEN TINT
LARGE TRAY
Perfect Condition, with
minimal signs of wear
Sold for: US $399.00 (‘Buy it
Now’)
EBay seller: artgalleryshop
artgalleryshop
Period: Second Black
HIGH LILY SERVING TRAY
MODELED IN RELIEF TO REPRESENT THE OPEN PETALS OF
THE WATER LILY. IT HAS A GREEN TINT…16"ACROSS …VERY
SMALL UNDER GLAZE FIRING FLECK
Sold for: US $899
EBay seller: oakleygirl
Period: Second Black
Neptune Pink Pin Tray
…excellent condition
Sold for: £45
EBay seller: bobsmum50
Period: Second Black
Old Tea Cup China
Interesting item - Very good condition
Sold for: EUR31
EBay seller: treasureseurope1
Period: Second Black
Thistle Tea Cup
…Looks excellent
Sold for: US $106.03
EBay seller: cashguy
Period: First Black
Pink Tint Hexagon Tea Set
…Gold gilt around each piece …in good condition
Sold for: US $299, EBay seller: bmrobin800,
bmrobin800, Period: Second Black
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Teapot Thistle Pattern
No chips, cracks, hairlines or
flea bites
Sold for: US $360.23
EBay seller: mommerny
Period:
Period: First Black
Teapot [5 O’clock]
No damage at all, including
no chips, cracks, fleabites, etc.
Sold for: US $700 (Private Sale?)
EBay seller: shmaltzy
Period: Second Black
Bamboo teapot
excellent original condition … tiny chip in end of spout
Sold for: AUS $163.50
EBay seller: heatherville
Period: First Black
Erne Tea Pot
…great condition and quite well moulded
Sold for: £186
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
Victoria Tea Pot
Green tint. 5” x 8” …Looks
excellent. Small chip to
spout.
Sold for: US $615
EBay seller: cashguy
Period: Second Black
PINK & WHITE NEPTUNE FOOTED TEA-POT
12cm x 22.5cm long tea-pot on little shell feet. And in remarkable
condition with no chips, cracks or restoration
Sold for: £74.68
EBay seller: swillyrules
Period: Second Black
Grass Pattern Tea Pot
…great condition …medium size pot
Sold for: £159
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
Multi Color Tridacna
Mold Teapot
5" x 9" …excellent
antique condition …colors
are still fresh and vibrant and the glaze appears to be in excellent order
Sold for: US $311
EBay seller:
seller: chinaking2112,
chinaking2112, Period: First Black
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Grass Pattern Cup and Saucer
…well detailed with lustre decoration …often these lustres wear badly …just
some general wear on the gilt …Really good example, nicely moulded
Sold for: £75, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
victormeldrew, Period: First Black
FINNER CUP & SAUCER
…just noticed a small nick in gold rim of
saucer …1/8" long and not deep.
Sold for: US $330
(another also sold for the same amount)
EBay seller: dan_cinmd2020
(also yawningbear)
yawningbear)
Period: Second Black
HARP CUP & SAUCER [No.185]
…decorated with hand painted colorful
flowers and silvered rim …in great
condition
Sold for: US $292, EBay seller: yawningbear
Period: Third Black
Flower Tea Pot w/Tea Cup & Saucer
& Bread Plate
…tea pot 4" …no chips, cracks or repairs.
Silver trim on all items is in very
good condition except on saucer
there are a few worn spots. All
colors are still vibrant.
Sold for: US $799 (Private Sale?), EBay
seller: bmrobin800,
bmrobin800, Period: Third Black
SHAMROCK C&S [Left]
with light purple tint & highlites of gilding …excellent condition
Sold for: US $81,
$81, EBay seller: paleopink,
paleopink, Period: First Black
Shamrock Tea Cup & Saucer [Above right, No.6]
…Very good, I did not see any cracks, chips or repairs. Some paint loss.
Sold for: US
US $51
EBay seller: thaddeus_maximus,
thaddeus_maximus, Period: First Black
Shamrock Slop Bowl
…2 tone shamrocks …no damage.
Sold for: £29, EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
Shamrock - 5 Square 5½” Plates
Excellent condition
Sold for: US $537.07, EBay seller:
tommysdad,
tommysdad, Period: Third
Third Black
Shamrock Saucer [No.9]
…teal blue & light green luster …Beautiful vivid color shows no wear.
Sold for: US $61.01, EBay seller: danielle723,
danielle723, Period: First Black
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Butterscotch Cup and Saucer
… Butterscotch rarely seen on Tridacna, quite pristine condition too.
Sold for: £77, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
victormeldrew, Period: Second Black
LUMINESCENT PURPLE TINT TRIDACNA C&S
…luster usually only found on
early Grass pattern …excellent
condition
Sold for: US$175
EBay seller: paleopink
Period: First Black
TRIDACNA PINK
TRIM SUGAR
AND CREAMER
… NO CHIPS OR
CRACKS
Sold for: US$47.50
EBay seller: john316antiques
Period: Second Black
ECHINUS Creamer
…wonderful used condition
Sold for: US$250
EBay seller: rixrax1965
Period: First Black
Large Pink Handled Thorn Jug
…7” high. Excellent condition
Sold for: US $268.99
EBay seller: tommysdad
Period: First Black
Spider Webb Plate [Was No.10
now No.31!]
…7” …excellent condition
Sold for: £102, EBay seller: weeshred
Period: First Black
Thorn Pattern Saucer [No.5]
Stunning black flowers and twigs
with a gilded gold scalloped rim.
Color pattern 5 …excellent condition
Sold for: US $122.50
EBay seller: danielle723,
danielle723, Period: First Black
Black
Thorn Pattern Saucer [No.14]
Stunning turquoise blue flowers and twigs a gilded gold scalloped rim.
Color pattern 14 …excellent condition
Sold for: US $146.49, EBay seller: danielle723
danielle723,
le723, Period: First Black
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Creamer & Sugar RIBBON BOW TIE Pink
…sugar bowl has 1st Black & Cream has 2nd Black Mark
…SUPER CONDITION
[ED – Note the rare handle design & BI/BII combo!]
Sold for: US $76
EBay seller: pita411
Period: First & Second Black
Belfast Robinson &
Cleaver Creamer
…appears to be unused and
is in excellent condition
Sold for: US $152.50
EBay seller: flowerdew
Period: Second Black
Dublin Miniature Creamer
…perfect condition
Sold for: US $92
EBay seller: treasuredtrinkets
Period: Second Black
FROG SPOON WARMER VASE
…Perfect but for tiny chip to mouth …height 4
1/2" approx
Sold for: £215
EBay seller: churchside
Period: Second Black
EARTHENWARE WATER JUG
GILT GREEK KEY DESIGN. 8.5ins. WEAR
& RUBBING TO GREEN BANDING. ODD
GLAZE MARK. CRAZING/MOTTLING.
Sold for: £595 (Best Offer Accepted)
EBay seller: denant02
Period: First Black
Tankard Mug brown transferware Dog
Castle Harp
Early Brown Transferware mug …about 4 1/4"
tall …has some staining, crazing, and chips
…also has a few areas that appear to be paint
Sold for: US $39.77
EBay seller: varmentdog
varmentdog
Period: First Black
Earthenware Bowl
Good condition. Approx 14.8 cm
wide
Sold for: £40
EBay seller: westantdub
Period: Second Black
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And Finally...
If IKEA did Belleek...

This amazing item of Belleek is being sold - apparently in kit form - on Ebay.
But what is (was) it? The seller describes it as parts of a basket... and at first sight this looks quite plausible...
but look closer... to our eyes, the basketweave fragments, flowers and branches don't look quite right.

Bev did her research and came up with the answer. It is
part of (what would have been) a quite remarkable double
wall pocket. How does she know this? Well, these bits
are from the completely broken half of the item, the other
half was sold on Ebay a couple of years ago (as a single
wall pocket) and Bev (being Bev) kept the picture...

So if you want to buy these bits, at least you will know
what you are trying to construct with them!
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